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Introduction

Melatonin review with mechanisms

Melatonin is a naturally occurring hormone that plays a major role in regulating

mammalian circadian rhythm. (Source)  While melatonin has been used as a popular

supplement and sleep agent, its impacts and dosage regulations are still questioned today.

(Andersen, Rosenberg, & Gögenur, 2014). Recent studies have found that melatonin dosages

may vary with some melatonin supplements containing less than the 83% of the melatonin

labeled or exceed the labeled melatonin dosage by 478% (Erland and Saxena, 2017). With

such a disparity in doses of melatonin, determining whether this range of melatonin doses, both

acute and chronic, will have adverse effects on individuals is an important step in supporting the

general public’s trust in pharmaceuticals. As dosage and usage of melatonin supplementation

rises in the US adult population, more research has been conducted on both the acute and

long-term effects of melatonin. The recommended dosage of melatonin has been found to not

exceed 5 mg/d, however, with the rise of people increasing their dosages that exceed 5 mg/d,

melatonin’s impact on chronic and long-term impacts need to be further examined (Li et al.,

2022).

Growth cones are an essential part of neuronal growth as the neuron tries to make

extensions for their axons. (Source that says growth cones are a demonstrational of neuronal

health) Examining growth cones directly can be used to determine whether a treatment, in this

case, melatonin, would impact both neurogenesis and neuroplasticity (Nozumi et al., 2009).

While neuroplasticity is the method of neurons reorganizing their connections and neural

pathways that is most prevalent in childhood, adult neuroplasticity has been found to occur

during both stressed and positive experiences. Neurogenesis is the process of new neurons

being created in the nervous system and growth cones are an essential part of examining

neurogenesis (Colangelo et al., 2019). With melatonin being used as seen to act as a way to

prevent apoptosis (Harms et al., 2000) and as a method of increasing neurogenesis and



preventing neurodegeneration (Sarlak et al., 2013), exploring the effects of melatonin . Gallus

gallus and Homo sapiens neurons were used to examine the relationship between growth cones

and melatonin. Current research has shown that melatonin can prevent apoptosis in mice

neurons, but the impact on human neuron cultures has not been thoroughly explored (Andersen

et al., 2014).

This study tests the hypothesis that melatonin will increase rate of growth cone

displacement in both the Gallus gallus sensory neurons and Homo sapiens mixed-cortical

neurons were treated with melatonin and then analyzing growth cone behavior a time-lapse

microscopy for both species of neurons.

Neuroplasticity ✅

Neurogenesis ✅

Specific relation to study

Reasoning behind hypothesis

Explain what a “good”growth cone displacement looks like(maybe add to results) and why it is

important(concussion)

Sources  ✅

industry?

Materials & Methods

Materials:

Nikon Eclipse E200 Microscope, Nikon Eclipse TS100 Inverted Microscope, Diagnostic

Instruments, Idea 3.0 Mp Color Mosaic Model 27 Microscope Camera, iMac 21.5-inch, 2013,

running MacOS High Sierra v.10.13.6, Spot Software v.5.3.5, Melatonin was purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Abstract Service (CAS) number 73-31-4, Human induced pluripotent



stem cell (hiPSC) - derived mixed cortical neurons provided by Evercell Bio, Gallus gallus

embryonic primary culture sympathetic neurons (Morris, 2022)

Methods:

Maintenance and Creation of Neuron Cultures:

Creation of neuronal tissue cultures, maintenance of cultured cells, and assembling of chip

chambers was done in accordance with established techniques (Morris, 2022).

Buffer Creation and Application:

Working solutions of Melatonin at 2mM and 100uM melatonin were based on Harms et. al

(2000).  To create the 2mM melatonin treatment group, melatonin was dissolved in DMSO at a

concentration of 50mM. Stock solution was then diluted to a concentration of 2mM by mixing

160µL of the 50mM stock in with 4mL of growth media. A 2mM control was established by

mixing 160µL of DMSO into 4mL of growth media. The 100µM melatonin treatment was created

by diluting the stock solution (50mM) to a concentration of 100 µM by mixing 80µL of the 50mM

stock in with 4mL of growth media. A 100 µM control was established by mixing 80µL of DMSO

into 4mL of growth media. Complete buffer changes were performed on Gallus gallus neurons.

Complete buffer changes were performed by using a sterile pipette to pull out media from the

side of the petri dish containing the tissue culture. Once all of the growth medium had been

removed, the treatment condition was dripped around the outside until the meniscus eventually

rose and covered the culture. A partial buffer change was used with the Homo sapiens neurons.

All wells in an eight-well chamber slide were emptied to 300µL. This was done by completely

emptying one well and then adding 300µL of media.The remaining wells were then emptied so

that meniscuses were consistent across, resulting in each well having roughly 300µL. Either the

4mM or 200µM Melatonin/DMSO growth mediums were then added to 300uL wells which

created a total volume of 600µL, therefore halving the concentrations of melatonin to the desired

2mM and 100µM. Neurons were treated by performing the buffer changes and then left for 24

hours.



Imaging Neurons: All imaging occurred in the Wheaton College ICUC. Images of Gallus gallus

neurons were taken using the Diagnostic Instruments, Idea 3.0 Mp Color Mosaic Model 27

microscope camera through a Nikon Eclipse E200 microscope. Homo sapiens neuron images

were taken using the Diagnostic Instruments, Idea 3.0 Mp Color Mosaic Model 27 microscope

camera through a Nikon Eclipse TS100 inverted microscope. Both observed under the Nikon

40x/0.65 objective. Homo sapiens neurons could be observed directly through the bottom of the

wells. Gallus gallus neurons were observed in chip chambers (Morris, 2022). An air curtain was

established by propping up a space heater and using an electronic temperature probe attached

to the stage (Morris, 2022). Temperature ranged between 35-40°C with an ideal temperature of

37°C. Spot Software v.5.3.5 was used to adjust image settings for best contrast and to take the

images. Spot Software settings were adjusted on a per image basis to get the best image

quality. Settings for spot software mimicked the following, Image type was set to Brightfield.

Brightness values ranged from 0.6 to 1.4. Gamma values ranged from 0.8 - 1.2. Gain value was

held at 2. Images were taken every ten seconds for ten minutes. The focus was continuously

adjusted due to the effects of the heat curtain on expanding the metal of the objectives.

Analysis of Images:

Sequences of images were uploaded through the image sequence capability of Imagej. To then

take advantage of ImageJ analysis, images were converted from RGB Color to 8-bit. To

separate the growth cones and background, a threshold was established. This separated the

image to either black or white, the black being the neuron and the white being the background.

The threshold was set individually for each image to promote the best separation between the

neuron growth cones and their respective background.  This allowed for use of the freehand

selection capability of ImageJ; now, the desired growth cone could be circumscribed. Growth

Cones were circled using the standard that the growth cone began and the axon ended when

the axon began to expand laterally and widen. Then desired measurements; Area & Centroid,

were selected using the analysis features of ImageJ. Analysis used the settings; Display results,



Clear results, Include Holes, Add to Manager. The data was recorded and later copied  into

google sheets. To convert data from pixels to microns, a photo of a microscopic ruler was taken

and analyzed to get a conversion rate,1 pixel is 0.155 microns. To analyze displacement,

centroid change of position was shown by relating the X and Y coordinates and then one value

was calculated by relating them using a version of the pythagorean Theorem, X2 + Y2 = C2.

Then it was possible to measure the distance from one centroid to the next and could be

averaged over time to get a velocity.

Results

Narrative

It was hypothesized that melatonin will increase rate of growth cone displacement in

both the Gallus gallus sensory neurons and Homo sapiens mixed-cortical neurons. To test this

hypothesis cell cultures after 24 hours of melatonin treatment were taken to Wheaton’s ICUC for

imaging and the processes of imaging and analysis outlined above were followed.



Figure 1: Healthy Neurons. Image A: control chick sensory neurons. Image B: DMSO

0.1mM control mixed cortical HiPSC human neurons. For chick neurons, a Nikon Eclipse

E200 microscope was used and for the human neurons a Nikon Eclipse TS100. This image of

control neurons is very important so we can compare it to the images of the treatment, seen in

figure2 and 3. DMSO



Figure 2: Movement of chicken sensory neuron growth cone. Image A: chick sensory

neurons in 2.0mM melatonin treatment after 24 hours. Image B: 10 minutes after image A of

the exact same frame. The scale in figure A applies  to image B too. Image C: is an enlarged

view of the growth cone in image A. Image D: is an enlarged view of the growth cone in image

B.  There is growth to the axon, the centroid moves several pixels forward. The shape of the

growth cone changed. Notice that the



im64 1 human 0.1mm

Narrative

Figure 3: Apoptosis and cell lysis. Image A in the above figure shows Homo sapiens in

2.0mM melatonin treatment. Image B shows Gallus gallus in 2.0mM melatonin treatment. Image

C shows a growth cone for Homo sapiens in 2.0mM melatonin treatment. Image D is zoomed in

view of the white box in image A; there is a neuro in the top right of the image which is lysing

Here we can see up close lysis of a neuron. In the bottom left of the top two images we can see

a neuron retracting an axon, these images are 680seconds apart(11minutes 20 seconds). The



bottom two images are zoomed in from the top two we can see apoptosis in action, the neuron

is bubbling and breaking itself up.

2.0mM on 3/18/22

Figure 4: Image A shows cells in 2.0mM treatment of melatonin after 24 hours. Image B shows

a stationary growth cone from the 2.0mM treatment group.  When taking images of the Homo

sapiens cells it was found that the growth cones didn’t move.

More narrative

Show apoptosis for cells: chick cells from below and the dead human 2.0mM melatonin

treatment.

Img 2mM treat day one



Rate of change or displacement??^

Figure 5: A comparison of the average displacement of a growth cone of Gallus gallus in

vivo. Treatments had an exposure time of 24 hours before imaging. The error bars are based

on standard deviation. There is no obvious difference between the treatment and the control, so

we can conclude that there was minimal effect from the melatonin. The error bars were

calculated by taking the standard deviation of centroid displacements. To analyze the rate of

change, displacements were plotted over time. R values were added through google sheets to

display correlation.



Figure 6: Displacement of growth cone in treated human iPSC - derived mixed cortical

neurons. Originally there were four groups with varying melatonin concentrations: 0.1mM

melatonin, a control with the equivalent amount of DMSO, a 2.0mM melatonin, and a control

with the equivalent amount of DMSO. The growth cones had no movement in the 2.0mM

melatonin and its control so no data was collected. All treatments lasted for 24 hours. It appears

that the treatment group had more growth then the control, but due to the large standard

deviation we can not say with any deffinity that there is a significant distinction between the

groups. The error bars were calculated by taking the standard deviation of centroid

displacements. To analyze the rate of change, displacements were plotted over time. R values

were added through google sheets to display correlation.

Add narrative with comparison

As shown in figures GFYGF there is a difference between chick sensory neurons and human

IPSCs. The graphs suggest that the IPSCs had a positive reaction to the melatonin but the chick

neurons had a negative effect due to the melatonin. DMSO appears to have a greater effect on

the human IPSCs with a dose of 2.0mM being over the lethal limit.



Figure 7: Displacement of mixed cortical human neuron growth cones in the 0.1mM

melatonin treatment compared to a DMSO control for 10 minutes. Each point represents

the displacement the growth cone had during a 10 second period. There is a trend line for both

groups which suggests that the 0.1mM treatment group has a tendency to grow faster. This data

shows us that the treatment group moved more over the 10 minute window, looking at the R2

value we can see the DMSO control has much more variation in the rate at which it moved.

Comment on acceleration of



Discussion - Conclusion

The preliminary data, though suggestive, did not support the hypothesis that melatonin

will increase growth cone activity in both human and chick neurons. The results generated

suggest that the neurites and growth cone displacement did not not change in the presence of

any concentrations of melatonin. This is inconsistent with other studies that showed support that

melatonin can counteract apoptosis (Andersen et al., 2014), but rather, melatonin may induce

apoptosis, especially in human mixed cortical neurons. The 2.0mM melatonin control and

treatment groups on the human cortical neurons apoptosis may have been caused by the

2.0mM concentration of DMSO and, perhaps, this presence of high DMSO levels led to the

death of only the human neurons disproportionately. These neurons may be more sensitive to

DMSO changes compared to the chick growth cones, as DMSO-based hIPSCs have been

found to contain 50% neuron loss compared to non-DMSO based solutions (Li et al., 2021).

The present study did not show significant differences between both our model system

of chick growth cones and our preliminary study on human neurites, but there was some

suggestive information in our chick neuron growth cones. The average growth cones

displacements of our control for chick neurons was measured at a rate greater than our

melatonin-treated neurons, while both treatment groups had almost similar displacement values

and timings as seen in the FIgure (num). Some factors that vary between our neurons are that

the chick neurons are embryonic sensory neurons, while our human neurons are mixed-cortical

neurons (ref). Some other factors that might cause the apoptosis of our neurons are different

culture mediums (ref) that the chick neurons were on a poly-lysine and laminin, while the human

neurons were on a matrigel culture. Matrigel has been found to both increase cell density and

cell expansion (Qian & Saltzman, 2004), so with the matrigel, our human neurons would have

been able to stick more effectively and grow better than the chick neurons. The human neurons

were at an unknown differentiation state (ref). To refine this experiment, determining the factors



that impacted 2.0mM melatonin treatment of human mixed-cortical neurons need to be further

studied.

The current study was preliminary and present research can be expanded. In future

studies, different concentrations of melatonin could be used and identifying whether melatonin

diluted in different mediums changes their impact on growth cone velocity. Additional research

into understanding the mechanisms of melatonin receptors on neuron activity. This might help

reveal how melatonin impacts both the neuron and neurites as they develop their growth cones

and can further studies on determining how different melatonin treatments can be used.

More to add

Apoptosis

Difference in chick and human growth, one on top of poly-lysine other matrigel and lamin

Study conducted

Experiments

DMSO at too high concentrations killed cells

Convincing argument for significance
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